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F I N A N C I A L  F I T N E S S

Facts About 
Mortgages

Shopping for Your  
New Home

The purchase of a new  
home may be the largest  
investment you make in your  
lifetime. It is important to obtain  
all the facts before deciding to purchase a new 
home. Facts About Mortgages can help you make 
well-informed decisions. From tips to remember 
when buying a home to advice on applying for a 
mortgage, this handy booklet will take you through 
all the steps required to purchase a home.

Making the Right Choice

Some factors to consider when purchasing your 
new home are:
•  Value
•  Location
•  Price Range
•  Physical Requirements

Think about these items before you begin looking. 
Ask yourself questions such as:

Location
•  What areas do we prefer? 
•  Should we spend some time driving/walking 

around the neighbourhoods first, during the day 
and evening, to determine which ones are right 
for us? 

•  Do we want to live near work, schools, shopping, 
family, friends, recreational facilities, public 
transportation? 

•  Is the area appreciating or depreciating in value?

Price Range
•  What price range can we afford? 
•  What type of home – detached, semi-detached, 

townhouse, condo? 
•  New or resale?
This booklet will help you determine the maximum 
you should consider. It’s a very good idea to get a 
pre-approved mortgage before you start shopping 
for your new home – it will help you keep an 
affordable price range in mind.

Requirements
•  What do we require in our new home? How many 

bedrooms? A garage? Available parking?
•  Are we buying a home to meet today’s needs or 

our needs in 3 to 5 years?

Trade-Offs
•  What trade-offs are we willing to make? If we 

have to make a choice, which is more important – 
the location or the features of the home?

Resale
•  Will the property be readily saleable if we are 

required to move?

Energy Efficiency
•  Is the house energy efficient? 
•  What type of heating does the home have?
•  How is the hot water heated? Is the home  

fully insulated?
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Repairs
•  Are there likely to be any major repairs required 

in the near future (such as electrical, plumbing or 
roofing repairs)? 

•  Does the home appear well built and structurally 
sound?

Public Transportation
•  If we rely on public transportation, how frequent 

and reliable is the service?

Property Tax
•  Is the property tax situation stable, or are tax 

increases likely to cause financial problems?

Road Service
•  Are roads and highways promptly cleared  

in winter?

Drainage Problems
•  Are there likely to be drainage problems in  

the spring? Look for water damage stains,  
leaks or cracks.

INSPECTING A HOME

When making comparisons,  
remember the older houses  
may require costly repairs. If you are 
uncertain about the quality of a home, call 
in an expert to carry out an inspection. The 
cost of making improvements and repairs 
may be more than you think. Professional 
house inspectors are available on a fee-for-
service basis. They can inform you as to the 
condition of the furnace, existence of old 
oil storage tanks, foundation, walls, roof, 
electrical system, floors, plumbing, sewer 
system and so on, and can estimate costs 
of necessary repairs quickly and accurately. 
A few dollars spent on inspecting the house 
may save you money in the long run. An 
inspection prior to purchase may also give 
you information helpful in negotiating a  
final price with the seller.

Planning Changes
•  Are municipal or regional authorities planning 

changes (in land use, for example) that  
could adversely affect the property or the 
neighbourhood?

•  Are there major developments or zoning  
changes planned?

As you can see, there are many things to consider 
before you actually set foot in any home. A 
knowledgeable real estate agent can be of great 
assistance in helping you answer these and many 
more questions. To find a good realtor, ask your 
friends for referrals. Select one you trust and  
who will listen to your needs and understand  
your priorities. They can help you by showing  
only properties that meet your price range and  
your needs.

Choosing the Right Price

Four areas to consider in determining the right price  
range for you are:
•  Down Payment Available
•  Monthly Mortgage Payment
•  Other Debts
•  Price Range of Suitable Homes

Down Payment
A minimum of 5% of the purchase price of the 
home is required. When a home is purchased  
with a down payment between 5% and 20% of  
the purchase price, this is referred to as a NHA 
Insured Mortgage or a “high ratio” mortgage.  
These mortgages were introduced through the 
National Housing Act (NHA) in order to assist  
more Canadians in owning their own home. This 
privilege carries with it a premium (insurance 
coverage for lender). However, this cost can be 
added to the amount of the mortgage so it is not 
necessary to come up with the extra cash at the 
time of purchase.

Mortgage insurers – such as Canada Mortgage & 
Housing Corporation (CMHC), Genworth Canada 
and Canada Guaranty Mortgage Insurance 
Company – offer more flexible down payment 
options. These include non-traditional sources of 
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down payments for loan values between 90.01% 
and 95%, and for qualifying borrowers with a proven 
track record of managing their debts (typically with 
credit score of 650 or more).

The insurance premium for this product is slightly 
higher. Speak with your potential lender to confirm 
availability of this product and for qualifying criteria. 
More information about the benefits of mortgage 
insurance can be found on these websites:  
cmhc-schl.gc.ca; genworth.ca; canadaguaranty.ca.

A down payment of 20% or more, along with an 
appraisal, is usually required to qualify for what  
is called a Conventional Mortgage. Mortgage  
loan insurance is usually not required for this  
type of mortgage.

Examples of non-traditional sources of a down 
payment are:
•  Personal loans, lines of credit, credit cards 

(payment must be included in the Total Debt 
Service Ratio calculation)

•  Lender cash back incentives*
•  Any source that is arm’s length to and not tied  

to the purchase or sale of the property

Monthly Mortgage Payment
This payment varies according to:
•  Amount Borrowed
•  Interest Rate
•  Amortization (Life of the Mortgage)
•  Taxes
The general rule of thumb is to allow approximately 
32% of your gross household monthly income 
(before deductions) to cover your monthly mortgage 
payment (including reduction of property taxes, 
heating costs and 50% of condominium fees). The 
32% guideline is known as the Gross Debt Service 
(GDS) ratio. (Allowable GDS/TDS may vary based 
on mortgage type and reviewed on a case by case 
basis). This calculation will assist you in determining 
what you can afford. 

* Applies to provincially regulated financial organizations only.

Example (using monthly amounts):

Gross Monthly Income $

Spouse’s Gross Monthly Income $

Other Income $

Total Income $

x  32%

Total Income $

Less: Property taxes, heating costs and 
50% of condominium fees

$

Equals: Maximum principal and interest  
payment

$

Other Debts
Another rule of thumb is to allow  
approximately 40% of your gross  
monthly income (before deductions)  
to cover your monthly mortgage payment 
(including property taxes, heating costs and 50% of 
condominium fees) plus any payments you may be 
making on other debts, such as loans from financial 
institutions, credit cards, or other regular monthly 
debt commitments. This 40% guideline is referred 
to as the Total Debt Service (TDS) ratio.

Price Range
By knowing the amount of your down payment and 
your maximum payment (taking into account your 
other monthly payments and the amount of the 
property taxes), you can determine the maximum 
price range of homes that you can look at. 

The following are examples:

Monthly Income

Your Gross Monthly Income $ 2,000

Spouse’s Gross Monthly Income $ 2,000

Other Income $ NIL

Total Income $ 4,000

Multiply by 32% (GDS ratio) $ 1,280

Less: Property taxes, heating costs and 
50% of condominium fees (if applicable)

$  350

Maximum Monthly Mortgage Payment 
(principal and interest)

$ 930 (A)
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Monthly Debt Payment

Credit Card Payments $ 200

Car Loan Payment $ 200

Total Debts $ 400

Multiply total income by 40% (TDS 
ratio) to determine maximum payment 
including debts

$ 1,600

– Subtract debt payments $ 400

Maximum Monthly Mortgage Payment 
After Debts

$ 1,200 (B)

Note: The maximum allowable mortgage payment would be the  
lower amount of ‘A’ or ‘B’. In this case, ‘A’ is the maximum monthly 
mortgage payment.

Calculation of Mortgage Amount

Price of House $ 100,000

Down Payment  
(10% of purchase price)

$ 10,000

Mortgage Insurance Premium 
(3.1% on 90% of mortgage loan*)

$ 2,790

Total Mortgage required (25 yr. @ 3%) $ 92,790

Calculation of monthly payment using amortization  
chart on following page.

4.73 (25 yr. @ 3%) x 92.79 $ 438.90

A mortgage payment of $438.90 plus $350 (property 
taxes, heat, condominium fees) = $788.90. As this 
is less than the maximum payment of $930, a 
$100,000 house would be in the right price range.

* As of November, 2017

Amortization Schedule

The following table shows the monthly payment of 
principal and interest for each $1,000 of mortgage. 
The calculation for a monthly payment based 
on a $125,000 mortgage @ 6.0% for a 25 year 
amortization is: 6.40 x 125 = $800.

Interest
Rate

5
Years

10
Years

15
Years

20
Years

25
Years

3.00% 17.96 9.65 6.90 5.54 4.73

3.25% 18.07 9.76 7.02 5.66 4.86

3.50% 18.18 9.88 7.14 5.79 4.99

3.75% 18.29 9.99 7.26 5.91 5.13

4.00% 18.40 10.11 7.38 6.04 5.26

4.25% 18.51 10.23 7.50 6.17 5.40

4.50% 18.62 10.34 7.63 6.30 5.53

4.75% 18.74 10.46 7.75 6.44 5.67

5.00% 18.85 10.58 7.88 6.57 5.82

5.25% 18.96 10.70 8.01 6.71 5.96

5.50% 19.07 10.82 8.14 6.84 6.10

5.75% 19.19 10.94 8.27 6.98 6.25

6.00% 19.30 11.07 8.40 7.12 6.40

6.25% 19.41 11.19 8.53 7.26 6.55

6.50% 19.53 11.31 8.66 7.41 6.70

6.75% 19.64 11.43 8.80 7.55 6.85

7.00% 19.75 11.56 8.93 7.69 7.00

Please Note: Your monthly mortgage payments can vary depending on 
the term of your loan. In that respect, these figures should be viewed as 
approximations subject to variation.
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GDS and TDS Ratios

Gross Debt Service (GDS) Ratio
This is the percentage of gross monthly income 
required to cover payments associated with 
housing. Payments include mortgage principal, 
interest, property taxes and, if applicable, heating, 
condominium fees, etc. Generally, your GDS ratio 
should be 32% or less.

Total Debt Service (TDS) Ratio
This is the percentage of gross monthly income 
required to cover payments associated with 
housing and all other debts and obligations, such  
as car loans and credit card payments. Generally, 
your TDS ratio should be 40% or less.

Calculating GDS – Example

Monthly mortgage payment (principal 
and interest)*

$ 438.90

Property taxes (monthly) $ 200.00

Heating costs (monthly) $ 100.00

Other** $ 50.00

Total Monthly Payments $ 788.90

Gross Monthly Household Income $ 4,000.00

GDS =
Total monthly payments

(x 100)
Gross monthly income

GDS =
$788.90

(x 100) = 19.72%
$4,000.00

 * Principal and interest must be based on the total insured loan 
  amount, including mortgage insurance premium (if you choose 
  to add the premium to your mortgage and not to pay the   
  premium up front). Mortgage payment is based on calculations  
  on page 4.
 ** If you are purchasing a condominium, you must include 50%  
  of the monthly condominium fee.

Calculating TDS – Example

Total monthly housing payments (from 
GDS calculation)

$ 788.90

Other debts (car loan & credit cards 
from page 4)

$ 400.00

Total Monthly Payments $ 1,188.90

Gross Monthly Household Income $ 4,000.00

TDS =
Total monthly payments

(x 100)
Gross monthly income

TDS =
$1,188.90

(x 100) = 29.72%
$4,000.00

Writing the Offer

When you see a home you particularly like and you 
think that this may be the right one, force yourself 
to be objective. Ask to go through the home a 
second time, at a different time of day from your 
initial visit; daylight and evening impressions can 
be very different. Look for surface deficiencies 
that you might have missed on the first viewing. 
Consider requesting a property disclosure 
statement which would disclose any pre-existing 
problems with the property unless it is being 
sold on an “as is” basis. Ask more questions. If 
the advantages of the property outweigh its 
disadvantages (very few homes will be perfectly 
suited to your taste), you are probably ready to 
make an offer to purchase. Take along another 
party with a “critical eye”.

The property will be listed at an asking price. You 
can offer what you think is a reasonable (usually 
lower) alternative. 
Note: If you are buying in a seller’s market, you may find yourself 
competing in a price bidding war. Unless you absolutely must buy  
now, try to postpone your purchase until the market settles down. 
Otherwise you may be drawn into paying more for a home than you 
originally intended.
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When you make an offer, you should have the  
full amount of the down payment available as  
well as a percentage of the purchase price to cover 
your land transfer tax (typically between 0.5% and 
2%; check with your lawyer/notary to see what the 
current rates are in your area). In addition, you will 
need funds available for legal fees and adjustments 
for prepaid property taxes, utility bills, etc.

You should have also talked to at least one potential 
mortgage lender about your eligibility for a loan, 
current rates and terms. It’s a good idea to apply for 
a pre-approved mortgage. This will determine the 
amount you can borrow, the interest rate, your level 
of payments and your payment schedule before 
you buy. These preliminary steps are important.  
An offer to purchase may be legally binding and 
even if it is not, you are only wasting your time (as 
well as the seller and the real estate agent’s time) if 
you make an offer that you cannot finance.

An offer to purchase (or “interim agreement”) is 
made in writing and is accompanied by a deposit 
for a portion of the down payment. Where a real 
estate agent is arranging the purchase and sale, the 
agent will make out a standard offer to purchase. 
If you have negotiated for the inclusion of specific 
items (for example, appliances, light fixtures, 
mirrors or draperies), make sure that these are 
listed separately and described in detail in the offer. 
If your offer is subject to approval of your mortgage 
loan or the results of an appraisal, be certain to 
have that condition written into the offer.

The offer should be subject to approval of mortgage 
financing. This is known as a conditional offer to 
purchase and, if by chance the conditions cannot be 
met (if rates increase or the amount of mortgage 
required cannot be arranged, for example), the offer 
becomes void. If the offer is firm with no conditions, 
you are legally bound to the agreement once the 
seller accepts the offer. You will either have to forfeit 
your deposit or be forced to complete the purchase.
Note: If you become involved in a private sale, (i.e. with no real estate 
agent), have your lawyer assist you in preparing the offer to purchase.

The offer to purchase will state your preferred date 
for taking possession of the property (the “closing 
date” – usually at least 30 days from the date of 
acceptance of the offer). It will also set a time limit 
on your offer, which allows the seller a reasonable 
time to consider it and respond. If for some reason 
the seller does not respond by the specified time, 
the offer ceases to be legally binding. You may then 
renew it, rewrite it or abandon it and continue your 
search for a suitable property.

If you live in an apartment, consider the notice 
period required. 
• Can you afford overlap: rental of your apartment 

and mortgage payment in the same month? 
• Do you want some overlap to allow for a  

staged move? 
If you live in a house, consider making the offer 
conditional on the sale of your house. Or, can you 
afford potentially two mortgages?

Once your offer to purchase has been drafted to 
your satisfaction, sign the offer and return it to  
your real estate agent. The agent will present the 
offer to the seller on your behalf.

The seller of the property will either accept your 
offer as is or make changes to the offer, either in 
price or in the items included in the deal. If the  
offer is changed, you can decide to either accept 
it with the changes or withdraw the offer. It is a 
good idea to decide upon your upper limit before 
beginning negotiations.

When deciding to make an offer to purchase, give 
yourself ample time to be certain you are happy 
with the house and with the price you will be  
paying. Don’t be pressured into making a snap 
decision, even if you are told that another buyer is 
making a competing offer. You may lose the house, 
but that’s better than buying a home that you may 
be unhappy with. Take your time and make the  
right choice.
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Other Costs of Purchase

It is important to prepare for other costs so there 
are no surprises. If you need further explanation of 
these costs, call a Financial Services Officer at your 
credit union.

Down Payment – minimum of 5% of purchase price.

Inspection Fee – if a professional is to inspect the 
house prior to completion of the purchase.

Appraisal Fee – sometimes required by the financial 
institution to ensure the property is sufficient 
security for the mortgage.

Legal Fees – includes lawyer’s fees plus any 
disbursements required to transfer the property. 
These vary so check for estimates from a few 
reputable firms.

Survey Certificate – may be required by your 
financial institution to ensure the house is situated 
on the lot within legal restrictions. Some lenders do 
not require this.

Tax Adjustments – you will be responsible for 
paying the taxes for the portion of the year which 
you own the property.

Property/Land Transfer Tax – this may be 
applicable in your province. Also called Land 
Purchase Tax.

Mortgage Insurance – if the down payment is 
less than 20% of the purchase price, an insurance 
premium on the mortgage amount is required (this 
premium may be added to the mortgage amount).

Home or Property Insurance – arranged on the 
property in the event of fire or other damage. 
Property insurance must be in place on closing day.

Life Insurance – optional, but is available to  
cover the mortgage in the event of death of you  
or your spouse.

Moving Costs – dependent on how far and who is 
helping you move.

Shopping for  
a Mortgage

Your credit union manager will  
be glad to advise you on the  
various mortgage alternatives  
available to you. Some questions to ask are:
•  Does the credit union require a Survey Certificate?
•  What terms are available?
•  Will the interest rate be guaranteed from your 

application date to the closing date?
•  Are you allowed to increase monthly payments if 

extra funds are available from time to time?
•  Can extra payments be made on principal? 

When? How much? Is there a penalty?
•  When can the mortgage be renewed? Are there 

renewal fees? How much?
•  Are there penalties for paying the mortgage out 

prior to the end of term?
•  Can the amount borrowed be increased at 

current first mortgage rates?
•  Is life insurance available?
•  Are weekly and bi-weekly payment options 

available in addition to monthly payments?
•  What are the current interest rates? Are they 

competitive? How much of a reduced mortgage 
interest rate would be offered if I bring the rest of 
my financial business to the credit union?

•  Is the credit union NHA approved? What are the 
fees charged on a high ratio mortgage?

•  How quickly can a mortgage be approved?

Mortgage Options

Lenders have diversified their mortgage options 
extensively during the past few years and you will 
probably be surprised by the variety of alternatives 
you have. Some mortgage options include:

Open
Gives the borrower the option to repay any amount 
of the balance owing, at any time, without penalty 
(interest rates are usually higher on open mortgages).
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Fixed
Gives the borrower peace of mind because  
their mortgage payment and interest rate will 
remain unchanged for the term chosen. It allows  
the borrower to repay portions of the mortgage 
amount through extra payments called 
“prepayment privileges” without an interest 
penalty. This privilege is outlined in your  
mortgage document. If a fixed mortgage is  
paid in full prior to the maturity date of its term,  
an interest penalty is usually applied.

Closed
Does not allow extra payments or early  
repayment. Interest rates are usually lower  
on closed mortgages.

Variable
Potential for significant savings of interest costs 
and improved flexibility. The interest rate varies 
during term of mortgage.

A capped variable rate mortgage means the 
payment is fixed based on an agreed rate and 
term. The interest rate is based on the prime rate 
and fluctuates with rate changes, however, your 
payment remains unchanged. The rate cannot 
exceed a maximum rate which has been agreed 
upon (the capped rate). The borrower has the 
advantage of the lower interest rate and the 
mortgage is paid down sooner as their payment 
does not reduce.

An adjustable or uncapped variable rate mortgage 
means that the payment amounts fluctuate in 
direct correlation with changing interest rates.
In both of these products, the borrower, generally, 
has the option to lock-in to a fixed mortgage at  
any time.

Home Equity Line of Credit
Home equity line of credit is a collateral mortgage 
whereby a line of credit is secured with a property, 
unlike a conventional mortgage. This is not  
popular with first time home purchases, but is  
often used for borrowers who want to use the 
equity in their home.

For additional information about various 
alternatives, see your credit union manager  
or loans officer.

The Effect of Weekly Payments

A comparison between a mortgage of $100,000 
with conventional monthly payments and one of 
the same amount being paid weekly:

Mortgage amount 
of $100,000 at 3.0% 
interest calculated on 
the declining balance

Monthly
Payments

Weekly
Payments

Payment per period $ 473.25 $ 118.31

Total annual payment $ 5,679.00 $ 6,152.12

Total interest $ 41,975.00 $ 37,192.27

Amortization period 25 years 22.3 years

Mortgage Payment Options
A variety of different mortgage payment options 
are available to you. Some financial institutions, 
such as credit unions, will make arrangements for 
you to make weekly payments, bi-weekly payments 
or lump sum payments on your mortgage without 
penalty. Making additional or weekly payments 
can substantially reduce the cost and life of your 
mortgage. For example, if you decide to make 
weekly payments on your mortgage, the monthly 
payment amount is divided into four to arrive at 
a weekly payment. Since there are 13 four-week 
periods in a year, you will make the equivalent of 
one additional month’s payment each year.

The impact of weekly payments is demonstrated 
in the table above. Having the option of making 
weekly or bi-weekly payments allows you to have 
your mortgage payments coincide with your 
pay periods, making it a little easier to fit these 
payments into your spending plan.
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Be sure to know what payment options are  
available to you and what effect these options  
will have before you make a decision on your 
mortgage. When making your decision, it is 
important to consider:
•  The terms and conditions of the mortgage;
•  Current interest rate and expectations as to 

whether rates will rise or fall;
•  The type of mortgage; and
•  The reliability of the lender and the legality 

of the contract (has a firm and legally binding 
commitment been made by the lender to grant 
the mortgage?).

Repayment Periods
Mortgage loans can be amortized. Amortizations 
can be between 6 months and 30 years (or 25 years 
for new mortgages with a down payment of less 
than 20%), depending on the borrower’s ability to 
make larger payments. A shorter amortization will 
save you money because you will pay less interest 
costs over the life of the mortgage. Within this 
repayment schedule, lending institutions then 
establish a rate of interest that they will charge the 
borrower for a specified period of time or “term”. 
Depending on prevailing interest rates and market 
conditions, you will select a term of anywhere from 
a few months to several years. At the end of the 
term, you can extend or renew the mortgage for 
another specified period, or negotiate for a new 
mortgage. In the latter instance, however, you will 
likely incur an additional cost, since the new lender 
will sometimes require a reappraisal of the property 
before approving the loan.

Some mortgage agreements allow the borrower 
to prepay all or a portion of the mortgage before 
the end of the term or before the loan matures. 
Very often, a prepayment penalty is applied 
to compensate the lender for loss of interest 
expected on the original life of the loan. When  
you negotiate your mortgage, be sure to ask 
whether or not you will be permitted to pre-pay  
and whether a penalty will apply.

Interest Rates
Comparing interest rates is fairly simple. Provided 
the conditions are the same, a 5.5% 5-year 
mortgage is obviously cheaper than a 5.6% 
5-year mortgage. But be sure to check the basis 
for calculations. While most financial institutions 
calculate interest on a semi-annual compounding 
basis, there are a few institutions that also calculate 
mortgage interest using monthly compounding. 
Depending on the method of calculations used, 
there is a difference in cost to the borrower. The 
more frequently the interest is compounded, the 
higher the overall cost of the mortgage will be to 
the borrower.

Mortgage interest calculated on a monthly 
compounding basis will cost you more in the 
long run than mortgage interest calculated on a 
semi-annual compounding basis. Ask the lender 
to explain the exact terms and conditions to 
you so that there is no misunderstanding later. 
Negotiate with the lender regarding mortgage 
terms, especially if you have a relationship already 
established with the credit union.

Types of Mortgages

Conventional Mortgage
The loan amount generally does not exceed 80% 
of the appraised value or purchase price of the 
property, whichever is less. The balance is usually 
made up by a cash down payment and a second 
mortgage, if necessary. Mortgage insurance is 
usually not required for this type of mortgage.

High Ratio Mortgage
The loan amount usually exceeds 80% of the 
appraised value of the property or the purchase 
price, whichever is less. This type of mortgage  
must be insured by one of Canada’s residential 
mortgage insurers (CMHC, Genworth Canada 
or Canada Guaranty) against payment default. 
Mortgage loan insurance protects the lender,  
who will receive payment in the case of default  
by the borrower (i.e. if the borrower fails to pay  
the mortgage).
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This insurance fee depends on the product but 
could be significant (for example, 2.80%-4.00% 
of the mortgage amount). The cost of this type of 
insurance is in the form of a premium. This amount 
is usually added to the mortgage and repaid over 
the amortization period, but it can also be paid  
up front in a single lump sum.

The High Ratio Mortgage is an NHA Insured 
Mortgage, under the National Housing Act 
administered by Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation (CMHC, crown corporation wholly 
owned by the federal government), and is available 
for the purchase of an existing home or the 
construction of a new home.

Most credit unions are approved lenders under 
the Act. While the loans are granted by them, the 
maximum lending value and the corresponding 
loan amount are determined by the mortgage 
insurers (CMHC, Genworth Canada or Canada 
Guaranty). The lending institution determines the 
availability of funds, applicable interest rates and 
the amortization period of such a mortgage  
within the CMHC guidelines.

An NHA Insured Mortgage may be authorized for  
up to 95% of the appraised value or purchase price 
of the home, whichever is less.

For homes over $500,000 the minimum down 
payment is 5% on the first $500,000 and 10% on 
the remaining amount. The maximum amortization 
period is 25 years for new government-backed 
mortgages with less than a 20% down payment. 
Government-backed mortgage insurance (for high 
loan-to-value mortgages with less than 20% down 
payment) is now only available for homes with a 
purchase price of less than $1 million. 

Home buyers with less than 20% down payment 
must qualify for mortgage insurance.

Second Mortgages
A second mortgage is an additional loan taken 
out by the borrower to assist with financing of the 
purchase. Suppose, for example, interest rates 
begin to increase and the purchase price of a home 
is $125,000 with an existing mortgage on the 
property of $60,000 at an interest rate of 6.5%. If 
interest rates become higher than 6.5%, the buyer 
will want to assume the existing mortgage because 

of the lower interest rate, but may lack sufficient 
cash to cover the $65,000 spread between the 
first mortgage and the purchase price. A second 
mortgage bridges the gap.

From the borrower’s point of view, a second 
mortgage is similar in many respects to a first 
mortgage, except that the interest rate will be 
higher than the current rate on the first mortgage. 
The reason is that the lender’s risk is increased in 
the case of a second mortgage. If the borrower 
defaults on either loan and the lender forecloses, 
the first claim against the property belongs to the 
holder of the first mortgage. If the property is sold 
(or, on an insured mortgage, a claim is submitted 
to the insurer), the first mortgage is paid off first 
and any proceeds remaining go to the holder of the 
second mortgage, up to the outstanding balance  
on that loan.

Obtaining a Mortgage

The Application
As a credit union member, consider borrowing from 
your credit union. When you first start looking for 
a home, talk to the loans officer or manager about 
your plans and probable financing requirements. 
The loans officer can give you some preliminary 
advice about your eligibility for a mortgage, current 
interest rates and the various mortgage options 
available. Once you have made an offer to purchase 
the property you want, the next step is to complete 
a mortgage application form. You will be asked to 
provide detailed information about your present 
financial situation: your household income, assets 
(such as cash savings, bonds, car and previously 
purchased real estate) and existing debts (amounts 
owing on credit cards and charge accounts, and 
any personal loans) as well as the amount and 
frequency of payments required. However, you 
may want to consider applying for a pre-approved 
mortgage which will determine your price range 
before you buy. Once you’ve received the approval, 
your mortgage rate and payments are guaranteed 
if you complete your home purchase within a 
reasonable period.
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All of the parties involved in the mortgage 
agreement must sign the mortgage application 
form. When applying for a mortgage, you should 
bring the following items with you:
•  Identification;
•  T4 slip or other proof of salaried employment,  

or a complete financial statement/income tax 
returns for three years if you are self-employed;

•  Your Social Insurance Number;
•  Offer to Purchase should include the real estate 

listing cut sheet and a picture of the home;
•  Information and details on all bank accounts, 

loans, credit cards and other debts;
•  Your confirmation of down payment and  

closing costs.

Processing the Application
Processing your mortgage application will be 
handled promptly. However, you should understand 
the time required for approval prior to making 
an offer to purchase. Once the loans officer has 
qualified you for your requested mortgage amount 
and a satisfactory credit bureau report has been 
obtained, the lender will proceed with the  
following steps:
•  With conventional financing (within 80% loan  

to value), it’s likely an appraisal on the property 
being purchased will be required. If you have access 
to a recent appraisal, this may be acceptable.  
Otherwise, the lender may select their own 
appraiser. The appraiser inspects the home 
and evaluates the surrounding neighbourhood 
to determine the current market value of the 
property. This assessment assures the lender  
that the loan will be adequately secured.

•  The formal mortgage documents are prepared 
and issued to both the borrower(s) and your 
lawyer. The lawyer will request the presence 
of all borrowers to sign the documents. At this 
time, the principal details of the mortgage will be 
explained, and any questions with respect to the 
mortgage documents itself will be answered. The 
lawyer will then arrange to register the mortgage 
and obtain the loan funds to complete the 
purchase. Tax adjustments and the balance owing 
on the down payment will also be payable.

As explained earlier, at the time an offer to purchase 
is tendered, the potential buyer and the seller agree 
on a payment settlement (or closing) date. Your 
lender and lawyer will be advised of this date, so 
that they can arrange for all the paperwork to be 
completed and the transaction can be concluded  
as scheduled.

Taking Possession  
of Your New Home

While your lawyer and your  
lender are working on the  
legal and financial aspects of  
the purchase, there are a number  
of other details that you should address.  
One of the most important of these is confirming 
the date of the closing with your insurance agent. 
Your new homeowner’s policy should take effect on 
the day that the deed passes into your name. If you 
are at present in rental accommodation, you will 
also have to give your landlord adequate notice of 
your move.

Ideally, the termination date of your rental 
arrangement and the date of the closing should 
coincide. If you remain in your rented apartment 
or house beyond the closing date, you will in 
effect be paying a double housing cost. If, on the 
other hand, you are required to leave your rented 
premises before the closing date, you will have to 
find temporary accommodation in the interim, and 
probably put your furniture and other effects into 
temporary storage. This could also be expensive.

If the seller is vacating the home in advance of the 
closing date, the seller may suggest that you move 
some or all of your possessions into the empty 
premises. You are cautioned not to do this, even 
though it may seem a convenient arrangement. 
You have no legal right to occupy and use the 
premises before the transaction is completed and 
the relevant documents are registered. Similarly, 
you have no insurance protection for furniture and 
effects left on the premises prior to the closing day.
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Some sellers will also be generous in allowing 
the buyer to come back at intervals and take 
measurements for furniture, carpets, drapes and so 
on. This kind of friendly arrangement depends very 
much on personalities.

At the closing, the seller usually hands over all the 
keys to the premises. It is to your advantage to 
go to your new home prior to closing and make a 
thorough inspection of the property. If you agreed 
to buy appliances or furnishings, make sure that 
they are all in place and in acceptable condition. 
Also make sure that the condition of the home is 
satisfactory (allowing for the fact that an empty 
house shows more blemishes than a furnished one). 
If you have bought a newly constructed home, your 
inspection should be more detailed and critical. 
Check all installations against your specifications. 
In either case, if you discover significant damage or 
defects, notify your lawyer immediately.

Making Your Move

Here are just a few reminders when you are ready 
to make the move into your new home:

1  Change your address for insurance policies, 
creditors, driver’s licence, vehicle registration 
and health services cards, doctors and dentist; 
schools; financial institutions; employer and 
government (income tax, family allowance, CPP, 
etc.). Also subscribe to a mail forwarding service.

2  Arrange with your insurance agent to have 
insurance coverage on your new home in effect 
on the day of closing and send notice to the 
lender or funds cannot be distributed.

3  Arrange for utilities to be available at your  
new home:

 •  Telephone
 •  Heating Fuel
 •  Natural Gas
 •  Electricity
 •  Cable TV, Internet

4  If moving out of province, arrange for hospital 
and medical coverage.

Glossary of Terms

Agreement of Sale
Formal document between the seller and you, the 
purchaser, prepared by a lawyer for registration in the 
Land Titles Office. It sets out the conditions of the sale.
The title to the home remains in the seller’s name until 
the mortgage sale is closed. A Land Transfer is then 
executed and registered in the Land Titles Office. This 
transfers title to the property into the name of the 
purchaser. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to  
see that this is done.

Amortization Period
The number of years over which the repayment of your 
mortgage is calculated.

Appraised Value
An estimated market value of the property being held as 
security for the mortgage.

Assets
The value of property, investments and items you own.

Assumable Term
If you sell your home during the term of your mortgage, 
the purchaser may take over or “assume” your mortgage 
and become responsible for making the payments. This 
can sometimes mean an advantageous rate for the 
purchaser as compared with current market conditions. 
The seller, however, must consider his or her potential 
liability if the purchaser defaults on the mortgage 
payments. This is because the mortgage may contain a 
provision stating that the original mortgagor will remain 
liable, even if the mortgage payments are assumed by 
another party.

Beacon or FICO® Score
The Beacon or FICO score (your credit score) is a 
summary of your credit worthiness, and is used to 
determine your credit risk. A FICO or Beacon score 
ranges between 300 and 900, with a low score 
representing an increased credit risk, and a high score 
representing less risk. A credit score between 650 
and 750 is generally considered good, with 600 as the 
minimum required as per the Department of Finance.
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Interest Adjustment Date
Since most mortgage lenders require that their mortgage 
payments be paid only on the first day of each month, 
the interest adjustment date shall be 30 days prior to 
the first payment date. Should you purchase your home 
on any other day than the first of the month, you will be 
required to either pay a full payment in less than 30 days, 
or pay interest on the days outstanding. If payments are 
being made more frequently than monthly, the interest 
adjustment date will be one payment period prior to the 
next payment due date.

Maturity Date
The date on which the term of the mortgage expires; the 
mortgage must be either paid out in full or re-negotiated 
for another term. When applying for another term, you 
may be required to pay a renewal fee.

Mortgage
The security you give a company or person for the money 
loaned to you, usually to buy a home. It is a registered 
charge on your property and should be removed when 
the loan has been completely repaid.
An open mortgage allows the borrower the option to  
pay off all or any of the balance owing on the mortgage  
at any time, without a penalty for doing so. A higher 
interest rate may be charged for this privilege. Regular 
monthly payments are required to keep the mortgage  
in good standing.
A fixed mortgage allows the borrower to pay off any or all 
of the mortgage at any time but with an interest penalty. 
This type of mortgage is generally offered at a lower rate 
than an open mortgage. (In some contracts, an extra 
payment of an approved amount is allowed annually).
A closed mortgage does not allow the borrower the right 
to repay any or all of the mortgage before the end of its 
term. This type of mortgage is generally offered at the 
same rate as a fixed mortgage.
With a variable rate mortgage, the interest rate will vary 
during the term of the mortgage in accordance with 
established rates of the major chartered banks and  
credit unions.
Home equity line of credit (HELOC) is a collateral 
mortgage whereby a line of credit is secured with a 
property, unlike a conventional mortgage. Home equity 
lines of credit give the borrower flexibility to use the 
funds when and how they wish. They are usually attached 
to a chequing account and borrowers access the funds 
using cheques or a debit card. There is also flexibility in 
payments. Home equity line of credit must be paid in 
full if the property is sold. For more information about 
HELOC or the availability of this product, check with  
your financial institution.

Capped Rate
Some variable rate mortgage products have a maximum 
rate that can be applied during the term of the mortgage. 
This cap protects the borrower in periods of rapidly rising 
interest rates.

Closing Date
The date on which the sale of the property becomes final 
and the new owner takes possession; at that time all 
costs and charges to close the deal are payable.

CMHC
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Federal 
Crown Corporation administering the National Housing 
Act for the federal government. CMHC also develops and 
sells mortgage loan insurance products.

Conventional Mortgage
Available from most lending institutions, usually in an 
amount not exceeding 80% of the appraised value of  
the property.

Discharge
Release from the debt upon final payment.

Equity
The monetary value or interest in a property in excess  
of claims or liens against it.

Foreclosure
Court action taken by the lender to take possession of 
your home. This action can start when you have failed to 
make a single payment. However, most lenders will grant 
a period of time for you to catch up on the payments 
owing before taking action, providing you have not 
purposely avoided your commitment.
Once foreclosure is completed, it is the lender’s right to 
resell the home. From the proceeds of the sale, the lender 
can recover the outstanding balance of the mortgage and 
other costs associated with the foreclosure and resale. 
Any equity that you may have had in the property could 
be lost.

Gross Debt Service Ratio (GDS)
The monthly mortgage loan payments of principal 
and interest plus 1/12th of annual property taxes as 
a percentage of gross monthly income. Energy costs 
and 50% of condominium fees, if applicable, are usually 
included as well. Normally this ratio should not exceed 
32% of your gross monthly income (before taxes and 
other deductions).
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Prepayment Penalty
A stipulation that requires the payment of a penalty on 
the amount being prepaid on the mortgage. In some 
mortgage agreements, you are allowed prepayment at 
certain times and of certain amounts, without having 
to pay a penalty. Check with your lender for details of 
options available.

P.I.T.
Principal, interest and taxes – the amount of the regular 
mortgage payment.

Principal
The amount of money borrowed under the mortgage, 
not including the interest.

Term
The period of time for which the mortgage agreement 
has been written. The term locks your interest rate for 
the specified period, except for the case of variable rate 
mortgage. At the end of a term, you will probably wish 
to extend or renew your mortgage for a further term of 
your choice at the mortgage rates prevailing at the time. 
The term of the mortgage can generally be from a few 
months to several years. Therefore, it does not cover the 
total amortization period (the life of your mortgage).

Total Debt Service Ratio (TDS)
The monthly mortgage loan payments of principal, 
interest and taxes, plus all other monthly debt obligations 
(such as car loans and credit card payments) as a 
percentage of monthly gross income. The TDS ratio 
should not exceed 40% of gross income.

Mortgage Default Insurance
Mortgage Default Insurance, commonly referred to as 
Mortgage Insurance, is required federally on high-ratio 
mortgages – mortgages with a down payment of less 
than 20%. This insurance, which protects the lender in 
case of borrower default, gives lenders the flexibility to 
offer borrowers with low down payments the same low 
interest rates they would offer to homebuyers with  
more equity.
Mortgage insurance premiums are based on the amount of 
the mortgage and although they can be paid in a lump sum 
upon closing, they are normally added to the mortgage 
amount and paid over the length of the mortgage.
There are 3 residential mortgage insurers in Canada: 
Canadian Housing and Mortgage Corporation (CMHC), 
Genworth Canada and Canada Guaranty.
This insurance is not to be confused with mortgage life 
insurance which protects homeowners and their families 
in the event of death or illness.

Mortgagee
An individual or institutional lender that holds a mortgage 
on property as security for a loan.

Mortgagor
A person who offers a mortgage on property in exchange 
for cash consideration.

NHA
National Housing Act; a mortgage insured under the Act  
allows the purchaser to borrow up to 95% of the purchase 
price of the property, given that the price is within fair 
market value of the area.

Offer to Purchase and Interim Agreement
Initial documents binding the seller and purchaser until 
such time as it is feasible for formal documents to be 
completed by a lawyer.
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